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M ON TH L Y  Q U O T E S  

 If You Want More, Get Better 
 
Pittsburg Steelers linebacker James Harrison is not about to get a trophy from the Awards and Personalization 
Association.  
 
Harrison wrote on his Instagram account that he was taking away participation trophies awarded to his 6 and 8 
year old sons until they “EARN a real trophy.” 
 
Harrison is raising his kids right. When he came home and found each of his two sons holding a shiny partici-
pation trophy, he snapped a photo and posted it to Instagram along with a message that is gaining him the ad-
miration of parents across the nation. The message immediately went viral. 
   
Although he is proud of his sons and their accomplishments, Harrison wants them to understand that in the real 
world, you don’t get a trophy just for showing up. Along with the snapshot was the announcement that he will 
be returning the trophies to Next Level Athletics.  
 
“I came home to find out that my boys received two trophies for nothing, participation trophies!” says the    
Instagram post. “I’m sorry I’m not sorry for believing that everything in life should be earned and I’m not 
about to raise two boys to be men by making them believe that they are entitled to something just because they 
tried their best."   
 
Harrison is right on.  
 
Life is not always fair. In fact, according to the first line in Scott Pecks book The Road Less Traveled, “Life is 
difficult”. No kidding. 
(continued on next page) 
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“Our greatest battles are with our own minds.” 
 
   ~ Jameson Frank 
 
“Drama does not just walk into your life. You either 
create it, invite it in or you associate with people who 
love to bring it into your life.” 
 
   ~ Author Unknown 
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You can work your hardest, try your best and expend every ounce of energy you have and still not win.  

 
That’s just the way life is and the earlier in life kids find that out the better. Things will not always go your way. Heck, they 
may not even go your way most of the time. 
 
The great tragedy is that in modern day America, many think that kids should be protected from reality and live instead in 
some kind of la-la land where everything is perfect and where disappointments and failure are to be avoided. 
 
Today’s young adults have been sold a bill of goods that they are special, and the world owes them something just for being 
themselves. As a result, they have no idea how to deal with adversity, rejection or failure. 
“The whole idea is to protect that kid and, ultimately, it’s a disservice. What kids need is skill building. Help them do what 
they’re doing and do it better”, says Ashley Merryman, co-author of Top Dog:  The Science of Winning and Losing.        
 
Says, Merryman, “The benefit of competition isn’t actually winning. The benefit is improving.”  
 
Since I write about sales improvement, let’s talk about how this applies to sales. 
 
First off, sales is a profession where failure is encountered far more often than success. Most in the business have no idea 
how to handle this. They mistaken think that everyone they call on should welcome them with open arms and be glad to see 
them. They are shocked when most they encounter could give two hoots in hell about them or what they have to say or what 
they are selling. Their reaction when they encounter this is to quit and feel sorry for themselves instead of using this experi-
ence to improve themselves and their skills. Yes, it is hard to buckle down and go to work on skill enhancement and per-
sonal development, but hey quitting or giving up when you experience failure is no way to succeed. 
 
Second, far too many in sales have this great need for approval from others. Since birth they have been fawned over and 
told they are special - hey they got blue ribbons and trophies that reinforce that.  This need for approval gets in the way of 
them asking powerful, penetrating and piercing questions that may make prospects uncomfortable. The result is that instead 
of closing, which risks being rejected, they resort to “just visiting” hoping that the prospect will like them and buy from 
them. 
 
Big mistake. 
 
Third, there is a certain entitlement mentality that comes from thinking that just being you and doing your best should re-
sult in some reward. Unfortunately, often your best is not good enough to separate people from their money. If your best is 
not good enough, you have two choices: quit or buckle down and get better. Most take the former route. 
 
Fourth, you learn more from failure than you do from success. Failure is to be embraced and viewed as a teacher not some-
thing to be avoided. We have been taught, incorrectly, that failure at selling means that we are an inadequate human being 
or are somehow defective. The truth is that being ineffective at selling means that you suck at selling, period. It does not 
mean that you suck as an individual. People have this all mixed up and, as a result, develop head trash and feelings of guilt 
and inferiority. 
 
I have been asked many times “what is the most important thing I can do to improve my sales and increase my income”? 
The answer is always the same “go to work on yourself because you are earning exactly to the penny what you are worth.”  
 
If you want to earn more get better at what you do. 
 



Jake’s Chronicles… 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

          
 
 
 
 
Well, this has been an eventful month in Jake World. I hope that it 
has for you or that, at the least, you have set things on motion for an 
eventful month to come. One of the secrets to my success and wis-
dom is that I am never bored. It may seem that I spend an inordinate 
amount of time sleeping, but I assure you that I am processing infor-
mation and plotting my future actions. I do not wish to brag, but I 
am fully aware of the consequences of my behaviors; therefore I plan 
carefully and act accordingly.  
 
This first historic thing that happened this month is that I had a 
week's vacation without Steve and Charleen. I say " historic" because 
this had never happened before. They are very dependent upon me, 
you know. I insisted that it was time for them to venture out on their 
own and that I needed a rest from my daily responsibilities.  It was 
delightful. I had a glorious week at the spa with like minded canine 
friends. It definitely helped my creativity to hear how other prosper-
ous pooches are managing and training their human charges. I sug-
gested that Steve might benefit from doing the same with his busi-
ness associates. He was a tad snappy with me.  
 
Another thing worth mentioning is that 2015 is officially in decline. 
That is to say that the days are getting shorter and there are only 
three months left until 2016. I have gently reminded you, dear read-
ers, of your fiscal plans for 2015. I will not nag or ask again if you are 
on track. I also will not boast of how I have exceeded plan.  
 
An endearing habit of you biped types is that you love to assign 
names to the seasons...this is officially autumn. You seem to derive 
pleasure in assigning both psychic and physical powers to these cy-
cles of the moon.  I am not denying either; but sometime, in my 
humble opinion, I think that you may get sidetracked by this. A Full 
Blood Moon is remarkable and hasn't happened in over thirty years. 
Even if we could not view it on the Gulf Coast, we know that it hap-
pened and we marvel in it.  
 
The days are getting shorter and thankfully cooler, but you still have 
twenty four hours each day to manage. Use them wisely. Refrain 
from using the weather or the phases of the moon as excuses but use 
them to your advantage to achieve your goals.  I have great faith in 
all of you. I know that you can do it; after all you have the great 
sense to read my column. There is hope. 
 
 
         Jake, The Wonder Dog 

What Our Raving Fans  
Say About Us 

  
“Steve, at my latest event, I closed 40 percent 
of the people in the room. Leaving here with 
$420K plus in new income. The best I've ever 
done is 20 percent. Amazing and a life-
changing event for many.   

Thanks so much for coaching me on how to 
more effectively sell to large groups.” 

Kris Murray, CEO Childcare Marketing                    
Crested Butte, Colorado 

 “Steve is one of the most insightful sales and 
business strategists in the world ... just join-
ing up to his vault of knowledge at New 
School Selling is an education in itself. I have 
worked with many sales trainers and like the 
sharp incisive brutal honesty approach of 
Steve ... just follow him if you need sales tu-
toring.” 
 
John A Butler, Chairman 
Odyssey Transformational Strategies, Ireland  
 
 
“Steve Clark has provided sales and market-
ing consulting for my company MEG Finan-
cial on numerous occasions. I consider Steve 
an expert in sales training and development 
with specific focus on bottom line results. He 
is a no nonsense guy that if given the oppor-
tunity can help you increase sales and grow 
professionally and personally.” 
 
Michael E. Gray, Jr. , CEO MEG Financial 
Pensacola, FL      
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“Okay, but according to the national retail Federation:" any 
business that cuts back its advertising will either be severely 
hurt, or will not survive." 

 
“That's some late New Year’s resolution you got there – 
it’s one you'd better break real quick if you hope to com-
pete this year!” 
 
“How do you hope to replace the 30% of your customer 
base you lose every year through attrition?” 
 
“What your business needs is more customers and more 
sales! If you cut back on your advertising, how will you 
get them?” 
 

Becoming a master at overcoming this objection will put 
more bounce in your step and more coin in your pocket.  
 
Have fun!      
 
Steve 
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If You Sell Advertising, Get Ready It’s Coming 

 
If you haven't heard it yet you are certainly going to hear 
more and more of your prospects and clients say some-
thing like, “because the economy is slowing I need to cut 
back on my marketing and advertising budget.” How are 
you going to respond? Do you have a strategic response 
or will you just stand there like the proverbial deer in the 
headlights?  
 
This statement or objection is rooted in fear and anxiety 
which is palatable and real. Because fear of loss is a 
greater motivator than desire for gain what is called for is a 
shock and awe response that causes the prospect or 
buyer to experience a nauseating feeling in the pit of their 
stomach. Your response to this objection must create 
more fear about the negative consequence of not advertis-
ing than their existing fear of advertising.  
 
To do this successfully, you must develop a two inch thick 
skin and get over your fear that your responses may of-
fend those who hear them. If you are overly concerned or 
have a psychological need to be liked you will find it diffi-
cult to say these. Get over it!!! 
 
If you have the guts to say them, here are some very ef-
fective responses that are designed to strike fear and 
create massive pain in the heart of the buyer: 
 
“Wow, that's the kind of decision that will strike the fear of 
God into your competition! If you cut back your advertising 
I can guarantee you five things will happen: 1. you will lose 
customers, 2. you will lose revenue, 3.you will lose market 
share, 4. your profits will evaporate, 5. your cash flow will 
go down.” 
 
“You can't afford to cut. That's financial suicide.” 
 
“And I promise you one thing: overnight, your best custom-
ers will become your competitor's best prospects.” 
 
“What are you going to do, let the competition have the 
stage all to themselves?” 
 
“If you think things are bad now, just wait to you see how 
bad things get after you cut back your advertising.” 
 
“The road to business failure is paved with businesses that 
cut back their advertising during a recession.” 
 


